INJECTIVE MODULES UNDER FLAT BASE CHANGE
For a prime ideal fO in A (respectively a prime ideal q in B) we will write ¿(£)= (A/£) ®A Av (respectively l(q) = (ß/q) ®ß Bq ). Let F(fO) denote the fiber of / at p; that is F(f0) = k(\S) ®A B (= B^/^Bp where Bp = B ®A Ap).
The prime ideals in FCp) ate of the form q'= qF(£) where q is a prime ideal in S lying over £, and we will write C(q) = F(\S) <,' = ¿(^) ®^ B<, .
Finally id" M = the injective dimension of the B-module M (id 0 = -1). As a corollary of Theorem 1 we obtain a slightly stronger result dealing with an injective R-module E under a flat change of base R -► S where the commutative rings R and S are not necessarily noetherian. But E is required to be Z-injective, that is, any direct sum of copies of E is injective, cf. e.g.
Beck L2]. Now let P denote the set of prime ideals in R contained in an associated prime ideal of E. Then R is ^-noetherian in the sense of Claborn and Fossum [3] (cf. also [2] ) that is, to each ideal i in R there exists a subideal j which is finitely generated such that \Rp = i-Ru for all £> in ty. Put 9 = iq eSpecS|q nR e 3ß}.
Corollary. Let g: R -> S be a flat ring homomorphism and let E be a Z-injective R-module. Assume that S is ^-noetherian where Q is the set of prime ideals in S lying over a prime ideal which is contained in an ideal from AssRE. Then
where F(\S) is the fiber of g at *p.
Furthermore, E ® S has an injective resolution by Z-injective Smodules.
Proof. First assume that E is indecomposable, and hence E = ER(R/$) (cf. [2] ). In this case Q = Í q|q n R < fci, so B = Sp is noetherian. Since each injective B-module is a 2-injective S-module, it is clear that E ®R S = Example 6 (Beck [2] ). Let E be a S-injective R-module and let R -> S be a localization (that is "un épimorphisme plat" (cf. Finally, I wish to thank R. M. Fossum for many helpful comments during the preparation of this manuscript.
